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www.topc.io

拓扑链
Global Decentralized Gaming Community 
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Topchain is the world's leading brand in the gaming blockchain, reshaping the game industry 

structure with decentralized concept to create a global de-centralized gaming ecosystem.

拓扑链
Global decentralized gaming community

TOPCHAIN

Through the topchain player community, topchain token and mining to solve the current gaming 

industry dilemma that are dominated by the giant and channel , and to build a multi-winner 

decentralized industrial structure. 

In the topchain system, players are entitled more rights trough token and able to be the investor, policy 

maker and consumer at the same time. Game developers can reach the players directly to avoid dilution 

of the ownership, and access to millions incremental users in the topchain community at the same time; 

Topchain platform relies on the brand effect to access the world's best game products to achieve infinite 

loop value added. 

The birth of the topchain means the change. Topchain will work with all the game enthusiasts around 

the world to establish a global decentralized game ecosystem where everyone can participate, decides 

and benefits. 
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1 Open the new era of 
the gaming industry
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Industry problem 1:Complicated process, low returns
In the gaming industry,“R&D——published——channels——players”,Complicated 

process and high cost, shares of developers has been diluted thus low 

2:Copyright violated by giants monopoly
Tencent, Netease and other giants monopolies the gaming products and caused 

copyright has been seriously violated. 

Players problem 1: Lack protection of players' interest
Players at the bottom of the industry have low participation in the games they play and 

no power and speaking and their virtual assets are not protected.

Above problems limit the development of gaming industry.

Players problem 2: Security risk of the server
Centralized mode of server have security risk and hard to protect the virtual assess of 

the players under attack.  
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 Topchain，Open the new era of the gaming industry
Topchain applies the decentralized block chain technology in gaming industry to create the world's first decentralized 

brand. By excluding monopolies and intermediate links, game development directly assess to players and serve to players. 

Game players determined the success or failure of the game product by democratically voting. 

Game developers Game publishers

M o n o p o l y 
C o m p a n i e s .

PlayersChannels

T o p c h a i n  C o m m u n i t y

Game Developer Players
Topchin Consensus

Direct Assess
Maintain Equity

Investment Certificate
Democratic decision making
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 Three Consensus
Topchain have changed the gaming industry because of the three key innovations: Topchain community, 
Topchian consensus and mining. 

Topchain Community
Topchain Community is a 

decentralized gaming community 

that is the foundation of the entire 

topchain game ecosystem.

Topchain Consensus
The establishment of the topchain consensus needs 

to initiate voting to all nodes to raise a certain 

number of topchain tokens. Decentralized  topchain 

consensus makes the game easier on the go and 

will prevent third parties to dilute the value of the 

products.

Mining
Miming will bring token to the players, different 

from the traditional mining workload，Topchain 

mining not only guarantee the entertainment 

essence of the game but also establishes a 

mechanism of the participation proof.
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 Three Core Value of Topchain

Any decision in the community, such as whether the game is online or 
not requires a topchain consensus

The establishment of the topchain consensus needs to initiate voting to all nodes to 
raise a certain number of topchain tokens.

The 40% token needs for consensus will be provided by the originator, the remaining 60% 
is the player vote.
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The 
embodiment of 
platform value

Remodeling player 
value

Topchain
Three core values

Value R&D inputs
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 Topchain-Three core values-Remodeling player value 
Topchain allows players to invest, make decision, promote and consume, thus become the 
dominant force in the gaming industry.

（1）players may use 
token to transfer virtual 
asset in different game 
products and obtain token 
benefit through positive 
game behavior

（2）playing game is also 

an investment 

（3）Players able to 

interact with R&D team 

and explore new ways to 

play. When the product is 

not well-run, players have 

the right to vote offline.

（4）Players can organize 

their own product 

promotion activities to 

become a promoter of the 

game products and get 

token rewards.
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 Topchain-Three core values-Remodeling player value

Traditional  
St r u c t u r e

Players

T o p c h a i n
Community

Consumers
Low 

Participation
No power of 

speaking

【Investor】
playing game 

is also an 
investment 

【Consumer】
Topchain token
Guarentee the 

safety
and freedom of 

virtual
asset

【Promoter】
Players can 

organize 
their own product 

promotion 
activities

【Decision Maker】
Consensus voting

To decided the 
future of the 

product 

Under the current game system, players have low participation in the game products and they have no power of 
speaking. 

player
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 Topchain-Three core values- Value R&D inputs
Under current model, most game developers are faced with great survival predicament. Apart from the pressure of 
monopoly giants and infringement, bloated intermediate channels have greatly diluted the value of the products.

Express to Players
Topchain offers an express channel to 

players for developers，

To operate game online, it only requires 
developers and players to achieve topchain 

common agreement in the topchain 
community, there is no middle channel to 

reduce product share. 

Protect Product Copyright
The topchain itself is open to the public and 
impossible to falsity, it effectively protect the 

brand copyright. 

Users Assist to Improve the 
Game

It increases the number of users and 
improves the quality of the product with 

large numbers of users join the community. 
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 Topchain-Three core values- Value R&D inputs

Traditional 
Structure

Game developers T o p c h a i n 
Community

Player

Intermediate process

Value diluted

Low efficient promotion

Game directly 
assess
To players to 
guarantee value

Time and capital 
saving

Player

 Brand Value

Game 
developers
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 Topchain-Three core values -The embodiment of platform value

Build New Sequence

Decentralized top chain, 
removed complicated middle 
channel, build free economic 

system with “intelligent 
agreement + topological pass”.

Attract Large 
Numbers of Users
It uses high quality gaming 

products to attract large amount 
of users to join top chain 

community, farther increase top 
chain brand value. 

As a bridge between the user community and R&D team, the value of the topchain brand is to reshaping the gaming industry, 
where everyone can win in multiple ways trough decentralized technology. No single company can dominate and control the 
platform as it was shared between all players and developers for free. Everyone can promote the platform 

www.topc.io

Brand Effect
It uses the way of 

topological common view to 
manage gaming products，
in order to achieve top chain 
platform circulating its value.
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 Distribution of TOPC

Topchain mining
Token will come from mining through games. 
The output rules will be:360million token in the 
first year,280 million in the following year, and 
140 million in the third year then cut by half 
each following year. 10% of mining output 
token will distribute directly  to the community 
in terms of smart contract, in order to reward 
for the positive behavior in the community.

PE& angel investor
To ensure the worldwide infrastructure of the 

top chain project and docking the game 
products in the early stage, some of the token is 

used for PE.

promotion

Mainly use for the promotion of the early stage 
game products in top chain community and 
top chain platform. Including global fair, press 
release, players party and roadshow.  

Team
Will use for the daily team operation and team 

members’ salaries, released in two years。

Community
Mainly use to reward positive behavior in top 

chain community. When the product go 
online, the developers will entitle tokens 
equal 10% of share capital based on top 

chain consensus. Community will also reward 
players and third party for its volunteer 

promotion actives.

Token Name: Topchaincoin (TOPC)
TOPC is the key medium of exchange within the Topchain ecosystem.
The total TOPC is 2.1 billion, it will distribute like following:

www.topc.io

10%

10%

10%

15%

55%
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5 C r e a t e  g l o b a l 
D e c e n t r a l i z e d 
gaming ecosystem

START
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Create global decentralized gaming ecosystem
An unprecedented global decentralized gaming ecosystem for everyone to involved, everyone decides and 
everyone benefits.

connect 
thousands 

games in the 
world

Connect 
global 
players

Create 
worldwide 

game 
community
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Create global decentralized gaming ecosystem

Topchain will enter Japan, South Korea and Southeast Asia market as well as 
Europe, US and other area. Together with world-class developers and players 
to promote topchain globally.
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Topchain- A premium global block chain brand will completely change the existing pattern for the game 

players。

Through topchain community, high quality game, multi-user topchain consensus mechanism and it’s cross-

game, cross-regional, cross-chain, cross-platform features, will show the world a community that has deep 

interaction and binding between the games and players.

While player get rewards from the game, the consensus principles of the platform will protect players’ 

rights; Game developers can not only benefit from waiver of the intermediate cost but also access to a large 

number of high-quality users. With the widespread popularity and value of topchain platform, a globally 

decentralized game ecosystem that everyone participates, everyone decides and everyone benefits will 

stand from the crowd. 

Create global decentralized gaming ecosystem
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Team & Investors

Maxim Rate

Used to be the project manager of Academ Media company in Russia. He has lead multinational team. 
He is currently work for Yandex as Head of BD in Greater China Region which is the biggest web 
company in Russia. He can speak Russia, English, Chinese and Japanese.

Mr. Guangming Jiao

CEO of SHANGFANG MEDIA，SHANGFANG MEDIA（835872）is the first gaming service platform listed IN 
NEEQ。TOP chess gaming alliance project manager. He used to be the general manger of Chengdu 
Youwei technology, Chengdu Rizhao technology company. He has 10+ years experience in gaming 
industry. He started to study blockchain from 2013，and in 2017 he was named the advanced individual in 
the blockchain industry in China.
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Mr. Meng Yan

VP of CSDN, the world largest developers’ community, in charge of block chain. From 2015 onward, he 
started to focus on block chain technology and cryptanalysis.  He is the guest writer for many press, and 
have in depth knowledge for bank receipt, recycle product and etc. He worked for IBM from 2009 and in 
charge of IBM block chain development, smart planet, smart city and Watson Analytics. He used to be the 
editor in chief in CSDN and know the top developers around the world.

Mr. Jian Sun

Co-funder of  JIUDING Lab，Chairman of Jiuding investment. He joined Jiuding in 2011 and used to be 
the investment director, VP and executive director. Mr. Sun has a wide range of connection in the 
mobile web industry, he has a very powerful investment team.

Team & Investors
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Mr. Shiqi Qiang
 one of the very first hackers in China. 。The youngest and most valuable Microsoft professionals in 
China, former employee at Microsoft academe. A drafter by special arrangement for 3 technology 
media companies, now, he is a CTO in one of the pre-IPO internet companies, a consultant of many risk 
management institution. 

Ms. Zishang Wang
Entrepreneur、 cloud management professionals、 writer, founder and CEO of Shangfang Media、
which is the first gaming comprehensive service platform in NEEQ. Author of the best seller book 
named cloud managment，Ms. Wang has won multiple awards in this industry. Ms. Wang has more 
than 10 years of experience in mobile gaming and mobile internet field. 

Team & Investors

Mr. Xiao He
Associate Rapporteur of Internet Security Group (Question8-StudyGroup13) at the International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU-T),United Nations.
Won the National Science and Technology Progress Award & the China Telecom Science and 
Technology Progress Award.Enterprise Consultant of ZTE Group Corpration.
Game writer, Webmaster, Indie game maker, experienced game researcher and developer.
As Chairman and CEO, Founded EIS information technology in 2013.
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Mr. Dapeng Liu
Master gradated from Peking University, the founder and CEO of LENGJING. LENGJING SDK is a 
professional mobile gaming intervene platform, it can fully cover the problem of mobile gaming SDK 
access. Support platforms such as java frontogenesis, Cocos2d-x,Unity3D,Adobe Air. 

MS LI ZHEN
Oversea manager of SHANGFANG Media, establish relationship with a lot of global game companies 
and agencies,cooperation and participate in many overseas game  projects. Organized several gaming 
industry trips  in Europe, the United States and Southeast Asia 

Team & Investors

Mr. Wei Wang
 he developed the most distributed financial banking  system in the world. Mr. Wang has 17 years of 
experience in financial and IT industry. 
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Mr. Jiang Tao
The president of CSDN,  Investor of Okcoin. 

Mr. Qiushui Zhang
President of SHANGFANG MEDIA Graduated of TsingHua University, Mr. Zhang possessed more than 
10 technology patent and more than 20 years of experience in communications and internet practices.

Team & Investors
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Mr. Xiang Hu

Partner of black horse foundation.

Mr. Xingyong Hu
President of XINMEI, Founding CEO of XINMEI, The input method named Kika is the largest input 
method company in the world. He has more than 10 years of business managing experience in the 
mobile internet field. 。

Mr. Xiaomin Kan
University graduated from TsingHua University,  Mr. Kan used to be the president of general agency of 
Samsung monitors. He became the largest agency through innovating marketing, its sales represents 
23% of the Chinese market. The president of JIETAIKANG, leading industry of visualization phone in 
China. 

Team & Investors
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TOPCHAIN
A  N E W  G A M E  W O R L D

www.topc.io


